
It’s easy to get started, and with a cost-
effective price point, there’s no need to 
make the case for capital expenditure.
Direct savings can be substantial, a food 
manufacturer recently reported a $30,000 
saving, generated by the accurate machine 
health information provided by SKF Pulse. 
Other users report avoiding break-downs 
with costly repairs and improved safety for 
maintenance staff.

     SKF Pulse Features:

• Easy start-up with no prior training 
• Measures vibration and temperature 
• Easy-to-understand indications 
• Data available in real time 
• Direct access to expert advice via SKF      
   Pulse Checks

To learn more, please visit www.skf.ca/pulse, 
and contact your SKF Authorized distributor 
partner for a demonstration and quote.
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Machine monitoring 
made easy.

• On-the-spot analysis of 

rotating machinery

• Simpliied data collection

• Cost-effective pricing

• Intuitive, free iOS mobile app

www.skf.ca/pulse
 

SKF 
PULSE

SKF recently launched SKF Pulse, a 
system where an easy-to-use sensor 
connects with a free mobile app and 
allows the user to monitor machine 
health. The app is very user friend-
ly and removes the need for training 
or diagnostic expertise. Any user can 
therefore predict many kinds of rotating 
machinery issues, allowing corrective 
action before operations are impacted.

The obtained machine health data can 
be easily shared within your organi-
zation. And in-app SKF Pulse Checks 
provide complimentary access to expert 
analysis and advice from SKF. Simply 
request a Pulse Check through the 
mobile app. Your request goes directly 
to the SKF remote diagnostic center 
where SKF experts analyze the machine 
data and respond within 24 hours with 
recommended corrective actions 
as required.

App available for free!

SKF PULSE

*App available on Google Play soon.

https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/skf-pulse/id1444991570?mt=8


Benefits of using a SKF Cooper split bearing compared to a standard 

bearing solution: 

• Allows safer and time-saving in situ bearing replacements in the trapped
position on drivelines.

• Sealed variant available for increased protection against contamination and
reduced maintenance

• Longer service life (MTBF) compared to other split bearings, thanks to the
wire cut inner and outer ring manufacturing technique and sealed versions

• Sealed variant reduces grease consumption and cuts environmental impact

• Compatible with SKF metric and inch split block housings and
interchangeable with competitors’ split spherical roller bearings/housings

• Reduced risk of shaft fretting with better axial clamping

Tough enough for 
heavy-duty industries:
• Mining
• Mineral processing
• Cement
• Steel making

Boost worker safety:

43% of accidents in the mining and cement industry occur while workers 
perform maintenance on conveyors. With the SKF Cooper split spherical roller 
bearings there is no need to dismount the drive coupling or the cantilevered 
drive to replace the bearing thus avoiding realignment. This greatly reduces 
the safety risk to workers.

Learn more about SKF Cooper by visiting: www.cooperbearings.com 
and/or your local authorized SKF distributor. 

SKF Cooper split bearings now available as SRB! 
Cut downtime to a minimum

     Combining more than a century of SKF self-aligning bearing knowledge and more than a century of Cooper split cylindrical 
roller bearing expertise, the new SKF Cooper split spherical roller bearings (sealed or open) are designed to be easily replaced in 
situ and require very few changes to the shaft alignment or driveline. This reduces mean time to repair (MTTR) by two-thirds, 
minimizes the steps required to do a replacement and also improves maintenance worker safety. 
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And a wide range of applications:

• Conveyor pulleys

• Rope sheaves

• Bucket elevators

• Stackers/reclaimers

• Hoists and winches

• Horizontal grinding mill pinions

• Mixers and agitators
• Jack shafts
• Fans

Reduces repair time (MTTR) by 67%

Internal operation of SKF Cooper split 

SKF Cooper Split Bearing SRB



SKF does not just sponsor the Gothia Cup – we also bring teams to it. 24 
teams from different SKF countries are brought to Gothenburg and are hosted 
together in one building. We call this Meet the World. SKF pays all their 
flights, meals and accommodation. We do this to allow youth from all over the 
world to meet and interact, regardless of social background, age, culture and 
religion, increasing their understanding of our world while enjoying playing the       
game of soccer. 

SKF Canada has been fortunate enough to be allowed to send a team for the 
past few years. We have sent teams from Vancouver, Toronto and Montreal, and 
this year it was again Calgary’s turn – game on!

Our tournament went very well, 6 local teams played 9 games over 3 days and 
in the end the Calgary Foothills defeated Calgary Rangers with a 1-0 win in a 
very intense finals game. The Foothills team will play as SKF Canada’s team in 
the upcoming Gothia Cup and are of course very excited about this opportunity.
 
Adding to the excitement for the winning team was the appearance on 
Calgary’s Breakfast television (CityTV), where six team members along with 
SKF’s marketing manager Lars Ruuth talked about the upcoming event.
 
SKF Canada wishes our team a great experience in Gothenburg!

The Gothia Cup tournament is Sweden’s largest annual event and will be held 
on July 14th-21st in Gothenburg, Sweden. You can follow the girls progress by 
streaming games on www.gothiacup.se or by downloading the new Gothia Cup 
app from the app store. (available for iPhone and Android)

SKF Canada hosts successful 
soccer tournament in Calgary

Why is the world leader in bearings & related services hosting a soccer 

tournament? Because SKF is the main sponsor of Gothia Cup, the world’s 

largest youth soccer tournament. It is held in Gothenburg, Sweden, where 

SKF head ofice is located. 1600 teams from 80 nations all over the world 

participates, the opening ceremony alone is attended by 50,000 people.

Gothia Cup 2019 will be held in 
Gothenburg, Sweden July 14-21.
Learn more: www.gothiacup.se

Watch the winning team featured on 
CityTV Breakfast TV in Calgary 
https://bit.ly/2VZm0kA

“It’s still so surreal”
- Calgary Foothills team member on BreakfastTV

Sends winning team to Sweden - all expenses paid!

https://www.gothiacup.se/
https://bit.ly/2VZm0kA
https://bit.ly/2VZm0kA
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With SKF Pulse, anyone can monitor machine health without the need for 
training or diagnostic expertise.

www.skf.ca/pulse

SKF PULSE | NOW AVAILABLE 

SKF Canada will be presenting a white paper on Spare Parts Inventory 
optimization at this year’s SMRP conference in Phoenix June 26-27. If 
you are interested in this topic, contact SKF to learn more!

SMRP CONFERENCE IN PHOENIX 

SKF Cooper split SRBs are easily replaced and require very few changes to 
the shaft alignment or driveline – reducing time to repair by two-thirds.

www.cooperbearings.com

SKF COOPER SPLIT SRB BEARING 

The contents of this publication are the copyright of the publisher and may not be reproduced 
(even extracts) unless prior written permission is granted. Every care has been taken to ensure 
the accuracy of the information contained in this publication but no liability can be accepted 
for any loss or damage whether direct, indirect or consequential arising out of the use of the 
information contained herein. Publication: Inner Ring #2/2019

The 2019 Training Solutions catalogue is available online at skf.ca/sts

Or request a printed copy by emailing: marketing@skf.ca

SKF TRAINING SOLUTIONS CANADA 2019

DOWNLOAD THE FREE SKF SHELF APP
An easy way to access SKF materials & catalogues on your device

AVAILABLE ON:
Learn more: goo.gl/bya4rY

Upcoming classes:

Sarnia | WE201 - Bearing maintenance and technology | Jun 19-20, 2019 

Calgary | WE203 - Lubrication of rolling element bearings | Oct 22, 2019

Kingston | WE204 - Root cause bearing failure analysis | Aug 14-15, 2019

Toronto | BSD301 - Bearing system design | Oct 16-18, 2019

Learn more about SKF Canada’s training options at: skf.ca/sts

AVAILABLE NOW!

marketing@skf.ca
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